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Calculation of the NMR Chemical Shift for a 3d2 System in a Strong Crystal Field of Octahedral 
Symmetry
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The NMR chemical shift arising from 3d electron spin dipolar nuclear spin angular momentum interactions for a 3d2 system 
in a strong crystal field environment of octahedral symmetry has been investigated when the fourfold axis is chosen to be our 
axis of quantization. The NMR shift is separated into the contribution of l/l?5 and \/R7 terms. A comparision of the multipolar 
terms with nonmultipolar results shows that the l/R5 term contributes dominantly to the NMR shift and there is in good agree
ment between the exact solution and the multipolar results when 7? >0.25. A temperature dependence analysis may lead to the 
results that the 1/T1 term has the dominant contribution to the NMR shift for a paramagnetic 3d2 system but the contribution 
of the 1/T term may not be negligible.

1. Introduction

Since our interest is centered on the NMR chemical shift aris
ing from the electron angular momentum and the electron spin 
diploar-nuclear spin angular momentum interactions for a 3d2 
system in a strong crystal field environment of octahedral sym
metry, it is necessary to examine the NMR chemical shift in a 
3d2 paramagnetic system. The effects of paramagnetism on the 
characteristics of nuclear magnetic resonances have been in
vestigated by the various methods.1-3 The NMR 아lift in a 3d" 
and a 4P systems has been interpreted as arising through the 
Fermic contact interaction between the electron bearing nucleus 
and the NMR nu이eus.'，in other cases,6-7 the NMR shift has 
been interpreted as arising dominantly through pseudo contact 
interaction.

In this paper we investigate in detail the pseudo contact con
tribution of a 3d2 system to the NMR shift for a 3d2 system 
in a strong crystal field environment of octahedral symmetry.

The pseudo contact NMR shift, B, was first given by 
McConell and Robertson8 in the form

AB 2S (S + l) (3cos2^ -1) , m
~^=~^B~3kT-------- 京-卩伝) ⑴

where R is the distance between the paramagnetic center and 

the NMR nucleus and 0 is the angle between the pricipal asix 
of the complex and the vector between the paramagnetic center 
and the NMR nucleus. F(g) is a function of the principal g~ 
values. Kurland and McGravey9 extended this expression and 
showed that the pseudo contact shift may be expressed in terms 
of the magnetic susceptibility components, Xg namely,

스£ 一 志〔 <*丄-牛- (Xxx-\-Xyy) !-(3cos2 -1) 
t5 oft 6

3
- (Xxx — Xyy) sin2 8 cos2 0 ] (2)

This expression has extensively been used in interpreting the 
pseudo contact shift in paramagnetic 3d" and systems.10 
Thereafter, attention has been focused on the higher multipolar 
terms11-13 and the NMR shift may be expressed as

△ B * sinAf^ \ (cos 0 }
—8 = 2 £----------------------- ------------------------- (3)25 L = 2 M-0 R L+ 1

where K=2(£ + l) for a specific ^-electron, P^cosO), the 
associated Legendre polynoirilals and the coefficients ALM 
and Blm measure the anisotropy in the m니tipolar magnetic 
susceptibilities of the molecule. Recently, nonmultipole expan
sion method has been developed by Golding and Stubbs14 and 
this method was applied to investigate the NMR chemical shift 
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for 3d1-15 3d216 4dx-17 and 4f1 systems.1819 

2. Theory

For a 3d" system in a strong crystal fi이d environment of oc
tahedral symmetry when the fourfold axis is chosen to be our 
axis of quantization, appropriate hamiltonian representing the 
various interactions is given by20

H=?: 7/ -产丄+£ 艾 +立 V(r,-)
r-i 2m 4^£ori 1<J rij 1=1

」Z + z yUfi(/i + 2sj B^Hhy (4)i - 1 I - I

where

£ V (r,) = s〔( 7/12) 4 (0, $)+ (5/24)

包 0)+匕(& 0)｝〕 (5)"

and

u 阻 r 2/. / . .3(r</)rv-/ s-/ 'i 22
Hhy~ T~ '「十 gs<------- 5--------------rf (b)5 k rN r.v5 ry 丿

Here r and rN are the electron radius vector about the electron 
and a4 is the required crystal field parameter for the 3d system, 
turn 1, respectively. The quantity B is the applied magnetic field 
and a, is the required crystal field parameter for the 3d system. 
The other symbols have their usual meaning. Since we are ex
amining the NMR shift arising from the electron orbital angular 
momentum and the electron spin dipolar-nuclear spin angular 
momentum interactions for a 3d2 system when the fourfold axis 
is chosen as the quantization axis (refer Figure 1 to 1st. series 
of this work), we choose the electron wavefunctions for the 
ground state as20-26

"느''e I 

x疔 느& 知 I 

*=느'''秘 

"느'” 시 

*=¥*0 시*

< 丨 S, 0 饱 I >

〈 I 饱 시 + 0｝ 

*=宣0 이

where

饱⑴妇2) 
饱⑴饱⑵

10、0J =

Here

I ©'〉=〒§ d3 d2 + > - I 3d_广〉｝

I 饱〉< 丨 3d;〉- |3 妇〉｝

|们〉=|3山+〉 

0〉= |3d」〉 

0〉=|3町〉 

I 奴〉=I 3d-, >

It is stressed that the contribution (g, e1) electron contribu
tion to the ground state for 3d2 system is neglected and the con
tribution of 丿 is only considered?5

As described in the previous work27, the spin orbit coupling 
interaction is treated as a perturbation acting on the crystal field 
potential and repulsion between 3d electrons. The spin orbit 
coupling interaction matrix for the ground state wave functions 
of a 3d2 system is represented, when the fourfold axis is chosen 
to be our axis of qunatization, in Table 1A.

This spin orbit coupling interaction matrix is different from 
that for the axial wave functions of a 3d2 system when the 
threefold axis is chosen as the quantization axis. Solving the 
spin orbit coupling interaction matrix given in Table 1A, we 
obtain the five fold degenerate eigenfunctions with the cor
responding eigenvalue, the threefold degenerate eigenfunctions 
with the eigenvalue and the non-degenerate eigenfunction with 
the corresponding eigenvalue, respectively.

To determine the NMR shift for a 3d2 system in a strong 
crystal field environment of octahedral symmetry, we calculate 
the principal values of NMR screening tensor by considering 
the magnetic field interaction parallel to the xsy and z direc
tions and averaged assuming a Boltzmann distribution. The con
tribution to 나le NMR shift, △& is given by

4B=쯔。 (8)

where

_ <Hhf> ｛ ,
必_ 琮云S瓦* = 이】

The term <Hh^> refers to the Boltzmann average of the hyper
fine interaction represented by Eq(6).18 In a crystal field environ
ment of octahedral symmetry, the NMR shift for a 3d2 system 
is given by

弗2但妃悟(氏+比"/0沖(- &/顷, 

奇_§右昂爲髙 ⑼

1=1

⑺叫

TABLE 1A: The Spin Orbit coupling Matrix for the Ground State of 
3Tj wave Functions when the Four fold axis is Chosen as the Quanti - 
zation Axis

|X1> |x2> |x3> |x4> |xs> |x6> |x> |x8> |x9>

|X1> —£/2-e 0
|xa> T/2-e
|x3> £/2-e 0 4/2
|x4> -e £/2
|x5> k/2-e

|x6> -e 41/2
|x7> —e

|x8> -e <1/2
|Xg> -e
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where

瓦=-“2, &=。/2, E「=。，& = 5, &=3, and g3=l

In equation (9). and Hi are expressed as a function of spherical 
harmonics as given in the following.

F’= - (33/140) 1伝 y.o 0, ®)F〔 (t)
-(6048/F) (k/21 声〔(7/12)去匕。(。，$)
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= L (쯤 &+方 上" ) ｝

11 9 !”。舞！

Since this expression for AB/B is applicable for all values 
of R we may determine from equation (9) the case when 
namely,

晋岩岛务"(33—78幻比)+ (9—66幻/:)

exp(-f/AT) + (128W/G exp(-3f/2AT)>/
(5+3exp (-<AT)+exp(—3fAT)^ (ID

where R is large, that is when we have long range coupling,

Fu= — (189/*8)J/2i)¥〔(7/12)* Y.o (e,①)+
(5/24传任(& 0) + 匕(包 <0) ｝〕

+ (4045/R'U) &/26)券〔(l/8)「* K.(ft 0)一
(V衫4)去｛%-, 0, 0) +匕(82)｝〕

F,= (63/R'矿)2萨〔(7/12)去 K, (8, 0) + (5/24)去

｛丫…(8, <P) + K. (ft 0)｝〕

一(4050/・R'/9‘)S/26件〔(1/8)卷黯(& 0) - (V泓) 

(K-.
氏=(546/RR) 3/12)奏〔(7/12)七岛(ft <p)+ (5/24)七

化一，(a 0)+匕(。,aw〕

一(16200/7?^*) (”/26)瑟〔(1/8声》(、& 0) - (有/4) 

怀-，(8, 6) + » (&©)｝〕

H疔一(882/RR) M/21)*〔(7/⑵为匕,(8, 0)+ (5/23)卷 

化，-，(8, 0) +匕(8,0))〕

+ (48600〃?乡)赤,/26忙〔(1/8)号上(ft @) 一 (V衫4)

伐-,(8顶)+ 匕(0, $)｝)
H广(336/Rg) 3/21)蚩〔(7/12)七匕> (8, 0) + (5/24泮

化(&G +匕(®P)｝〕

-(32400/R/) S/26)务〔(1/8)* 匕。(0, (P)- (V7/4)

｛%-，(& 6) + * (8,时〕 (12)

As 아iowd in equations (10) and (12), the only combinations of 
spherical harmonics, yZm(8,^), that transform as the irreduci
ble representation Atao of the octahedral group occur. This is 
also the case for 3d2 system when threefold axis is chosen to 
be our axis of quantization.16

3. Results and Discussion

The calculated NMR 아lift along the x, y and z axes for a 3d2 
system in a strong crystal field environment of octahedral sym
metry are listed in Table 1, when the fourf이d axis is chosen 
as the quantization axis. Here we choose p = 2.9943/a0, the spin
orbit coupling constant, £ as 210 cm-1. The temperature is taken 
as r= 300K. As shown in Table 1, the calculated NMR shift 
values for specific ^-avalues along the x, y and z axes are equal. 
It is found that AB/B (ppm) decreases in magnitude rapidly 
as R increases.

Along the (100) axis, AB/B is positive while along the (111) 
axis AB/B is negative for all values of R. ^S/B changes in sign 
to negative around R슥0.20 nm. Such the NMR results are dif
ferent from those cases when the threefold axis is chosen as the 
quantization axis.16

A comparision of the multipolar terms with nonmultipolar 
expansion results (the exact values of AB/B (ppm) given by
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TABLE 1. ZE倒(ppm) for Specific R-Vahies for a 3d2 System Along the 
x, y and z Axes in a Strong Crystal Field Environment of Octahedral 
Symmetry when Fourfold Axis is Chosen as the Quantization Axis

/?(nm)

J B/B(ppm)

X y z

0.05 12543.535 12543.535 12543.535
0.10 1623.685 1623.685 1623.685
0.15 308.373 308.373 308.373
0.20 80.715 80.715 80.715
0.25 27.501 27.501 27.501
0.30 11.280 11.280 11.280
0.35 5.282 5.282 5.282
0.40 2.730 2.730 2.730
0.45 1.523 1.523 1.523
0.50 0.903 0.903 0.903

TABLE 3: A Comparision of the Exact Value of ZB/*(ppm) with 
Multipolar Terms for Specific /? Values
(a) Along the (100) Axis

R(nm)

A B/B(ppm)

1/Rs 1/R7
Sum of all 

multipolar terms
from eq.(9)

0.05 7973.808 -518.137 -6030.670 12543.535
0.10 2111.617 -518.131 1593.486 1623.685
0.15 369.710 -60.479 309.231 308.373
0.20 89.512 -8.780 80.731 80.715
0.25 29.353 -1.851 27.501 27. sat
0.30 11.280 -0.517 11.280 11.280
0.35 5.458 -0.176 5.282 5.282
0.40 2.799 -0.069 2.730 2.730
0.45 1.553 -0.030 1.523 1.523
0.50 0.917 -0.014 0.902 0.902

TABLE 2. A fiZZ^ppm) for Specific R-Vahies for a 3d2 System in a Strong 
Crystal Field Environment of Oct山edr힌 Symmetry When Fourfold Axis 
is Chosen to be Our Axis of Quantization

■R(nm)

JB/B(ppm)

(100) (110) (HD

0.05 12543.535 7677.011 -2257.474
0.10 1623.685 344.259 -2298.666
0.15 308.373 4.992 -354.850
0.20 80.715 -8.126 — 75.284
0.25 27.501 -4.331 一 22.859
0.30 11.280 -2.109 -8.783
0.35 5.282 -1.079 -3.951
0.40 2.730 -0.588 -1.989
0.45 1.523 -0.339 -1.089
0.50 0.903 -0.206 -0.637

equation (9) shows that the first multipolar term, \/R& in this 
case, contributes dominantly to the NMR shift and there is in 
good agreement between the exact solutions and the multipolar 
results when R그0.25 nm. It is interesting to note that along the 
(100) and (110) axes, the 1/7?5 term gives values opposite in sign 
to that of 1/R7 term.

In addition, NMR results show that the NMR shift arising 
from the interaction described by hamiltonian (6) in 3d2 system 
in a strong crystal field environment of octahedral symmetry 
is large for significant distances between the NMR nucleus and 
the d-electron bearing atom. For distances less than 0.40 nm 
it should not be neglected.

To examine the contribution of the Fermi contact interac
tion and the Pseudo contact interaction to the NMR shift for 
a 3d저 system, it is usual to express a temperature dependence 
for AB/B as follows:

으菖 ="bJT+bJT* 能)

The NMR results over temperature range 240 to 360K from 
the exact solution of AB/B given by Eq(9), where p = 2.9943/a。, 

= 210cm-1, may be fitted 거most precisely to an expression 
given by Eq(13). The values of b0, and b2 depend markedly 
on the location of the NMR nucleus and some of values are 
listed in Table 4.

(b) Along the (110) Axis

0.05 -1993.452 3175.598 1164.146 7677.011
0.10 -527.904 841.963 314.059 344.259
0.15 -92.428 98.278 5.851 4.992
0.20 -22.378 14.268 -8.110 -8.126
0.25 -7.338 3.008 -4.330 -4.330
0.30 -2.949 0.840 -2.109 -2.109
0.35 -1.364 0.285 -1.079 -1.079
0.40 -0.700 0.112 -0.588 -0.588
0.45 -0.388 0.049 -0.339 -0.339
0.50 -0.229 0.024 -0.206 -0.206

(c) Along the (111) Axis

0.05 -5315.872 -3454.466 -8770.338 -2257.474
0.10 1407.744 -921.122 -2328.866 -2298.666
0.15 -246.473 -107.518 -353.991 — 354.850
0.20 一 59.675 -15.609 -75.284 -75.300
0.25 -19.568 -3.291 -22.859 -22.859
0.30 -7.864 -0.919 -8.783 -8.783
0.35 -3.638 -0.312 -3.951 -3.951
0.40 -1.866 -0.123 -1.989 -1.989
0.45 -1.036 -0.054 -1.089 -1.089
0.50 -0.612 -0.013 -0.637 -0.637

TABLE 4: The Termperature Dependence of using Eq(9) at
Various Values of (R, 8,6) Expressed in Terms of the Coefficients in 
Eq(13), | = 210cm-\ B-2.9943/«o

7?(nm) Axis &(ppm) A(ppm) 如 ppm)

0.1 <100> -820.382 631763.00 23820145.63
0.2 <100> -28.196 26290.483 1943733.545
0.3 <100> -3.820 3548.115 294468.509
0.4 <100> 0.910 852.267 71899.737
0.5 <100> -0.304 278.862 24939.845
0.2 <110> -28.485 26264.978 1947237.980
0.2 <110> -28.520 26290.483 1943733.545

For the case when the NMR shift in 3d2 paramagnetic system 
has been interpreted as arising through the Fermi contact in
teraction between the electron bearing nucleus and the NMR 
nucleu아% the expression for the NMR shift, AB, was descri - 
bed by
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幣一器只■伝-l) (g-2)+(g-L)U뽀业 (14)
B 3g/q kT

where

g=l+〔丿(J+l)—L0 + D+S (S + l)〕/2丿(丿+1)

Here C is the spin orbit coupling constant and only the (2s +1)勺 
ground state is considered with no bonding effects.

In other case6-7 the NMR shifts have been expounded as a 
result of the pseudo contact interaction as expressed in terms 
of the dipolar approximation. Bleaney10, using the dipolar 
approximation represented in terms of the magnetic susceptibili
ty components of Kurland and McGravey9, derived an equa
tion for 나le NMR shift, 厶8, given by

AB (2/+1—4s) {3X (X—]) 一4丿。+ 1) (£ + ])}
"厂 24僞(2/+3)~(2/—1) (2L —1)収R*T

.(1—3cosW) a； (15)

where g =2,破 is a crystal field parameter. In equations (14) 
and (15) 1/T and 1/T2 terms arise from the Fermi and the 
pseudo contact terms, respectively.

As shown in Table 4, the major contribution to the NMR 
shift arises from the 1/T2 term but the other two terms are cer
tainly significant. Hence a temperature dependence analysis may 
lead to almost correct interpretation of the origin of the NMR 
shift for a 3d2 system when the fourfold axis is chosen as our 
axis of quantization.

This work may be applied to inve마igate the isotropic shielding 
arising from 3d electron angular momentum and the 3d elec
tron spin dipolar-nuclear spin angular momentum interactions 
for a 3d" system in a strong crystal field environment of oc
tahedral symmetry. As far as we are aware no attemt has been 
made to examine the NMR shift for a 3d2 system in a strong 
crystal field environment of octahedral symmetry. 
Acknowledgement. This work is supported, partly, by the 
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